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Texas Voices for Reason and Justice is a statewide, non-profit, volunteer organization
devoted to promoting a more balanced, effective, and rational criminal justice system.
TVRJ advocates for common sense, research based laws and policies through education,
legislation, litigation, and support for persons required to register for sex related offenses
as well as for members of their families. We believe that sex offense laws and policies
should be based on sound research and common sense, not panic or paranoia.

INTRODUCTION:
In recent years, restrictions against where registered sex offenders may live have become
commonplace. These restrictions were created on the theory that proximity to areas
where children congregate would tempt those convicted of sexual offenses into reoffending. However, despite their popularity, residency and proximity restrictions have
not shown to be effective. In fact, research has concluded that the imposition of these
types of restrictions do not improve public safety and actually cause more harm than
good.

Because empirical evidence has shown that residency
restrictions are ineffective, counterproductive, and
costly, Texas Voices for Reason and Justice is
opposed to laws and policies restricting where a
person required to register may live.
Current Texas Policy:
Texas does not have a state-wide residency restriction law for registrants who have
served their sentences, but many cities have enacted their own ordinances to limit
where registrants may live.
Guidelines of Texas Parole and Probation Departments also restrict most registrants on
supervision from living within specific distances of places such as schools, parks, day
care centers, and other places designated as ‘child safe zones’ -- where an offense is
already least likely to occur.
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The Facts:
Residency restriction laws and policies have no empirical support. They create
instability, harm families, and waste resources. Research consistently shows that these
type of restrictions do not reduce sexual re-offense, do not reduce the rate of new sex
offense cases, do not stop or reduce child sexual abuse, are not based on facts and
evidence, and do not contribute to public safety.

Residency Restrictions:



Are not a feasible strategy for reducing sexual offenses. The vast majority of sex
offenses occur in the home or by someone known to the victim.
Do not enhance public safety but they do create instability, harm families and
waste resources.
 Can cause offenders to become homeless, to
change residences without notifying authorities of
their new locations, to register false addresses or
to simply disappear.
 Cover a broad range of offenses imposing the
restriction on many offenders who present no
known risk to children in the restricted locations.

 Have been shown to increase both absconding
and criminal recidivism.

Summary:
There are no statistics,
there are no studies,
there are no reports,
and there is no evidence
supporting the theory
that residency restrictions
protect children or the public at large.
In fact, countless studies show that these types of restrictions are nothing more
than a comfort factor and may do more harm than good.
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Example of 1000 foot Residency Restrictions in small towns

The exclusionary effect of the ordinance (before being repealed), in the town’s own
map, is graphically shown above. Only a few tiny areas, if habitable at all,
are available for Registrants. The intent to banish is clear.
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Quotable Quotes:
 “One of the most concerning aspects of the implementation of residence
restrictions is the passing of policy and law without consideration for research,
best practice, and effective methodology. This often results in unintended
counterproductive consequences which negatively impact community safety”.
Colorado Sex Offender Management Board
Residence Restrictions, 2009
 “ATSA supports evidence-based public policy and practice. Research
consistently shows that residence restrictions do not reduce sexual reoffending
or increase community safety. In fact, these laws often create more problems
than they solve, including homelessness, transience, and clustering of
disproportionate numbers of offenders in areas outside of restricted zones.
Therefore, in the absence of evidence that these laws accomplish goals of child
protection, ATSA does not support the use of residence restrictions as a feasible
strategy for sex offender management.”
ATSA (Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers)
Excerpt from Public Policy brief, August 2014
 “Because residency restrictions have been shown to be ineffective at preventing
harm to children, and may indeed actually increase the risks to kids, the Jacob
Wetterling Resource Center does not support residency restriction laws. Such
laws can give a false sense of security while sapping resources that could
produce better results used elsewhere.”
Jacob Wetterling Resource Center Website

 “We have 98 percent compliance,” said Lester, commander of Amarillo’s
Detective Division and supervisor of the squad working offender registration.
“Ninety-eight percent of the people, we know exactly where they live, where
they’re working. And then, the other 2 percent we’ve either got warrants issued
on them or haven’t found them. I don’t see that we have a problem that the
ordinance addresses.”
Amarillo.com. December 2011
http://amarillo.com/news/local-news/2011-12-10/opponents-urge-caution-aboutpitfalls-proposed-restrictions
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 “Research shows that there is no correlation between residency restrictions and
reducing sex offenses against children or improving the safety of children.
Research does not support the belief that children are more likely to be
victimized by strangers at the covered locations than at other places.
Residency restrictions were intended to reduce sex crimes against children by
strangers who seek access to children at the covered locations. Those crimes
are tragic, but very rare. In fact, 80 to 90% of sex crimes against children are
committed by a relative or acquaintance who has some prior relationship with
the child and access to the child that is not impeded by residency restrictions.
Only parents and caretakers can effectively impede that kind of access.
There is no demonstrated protective effect of the residency requirement that
justifies the huge draining of scarce law enforcement resources in the effort to
enforce the restriction.”
Iowa County Attorneys Association
Statement on Sex Offender Residency Restrictions in Iowa, December 2006

 “Housing restrictions appear to be based largely on three myths that are
repeatedly propagated by the media: 1) all sex offenders re-offend; 2) treatment
does not work; and 3) the concept of “stranger danger.” Research does not
support these myths, but there is research to suggest that such policies may
ultimately be counterproductive. The resulting damage to the reliability of the sex
offender registry does not serve the interests of public safety.”
Kansas Department of Corrections Website Statement

 “California Coalition Against Sexual Assault (CALCASA) opposition to Jessica’s
law is based on [the fact that] residency restrictions for sex offenders don’t make
communities safer. Residency restrictions don’t reduce recidivism, don’t improve
supervision of offenders, and ultimately do not protect children from sex
offenders. Moreover, residency restrictions are having unintended consequences
that decrease public safety. For example, Iowa Department of Public Safety
statistics show that the number of sex offenders who are unaccounted for has
doubled since a residency restriction law went into effect in June 2005.”
California Coalition Against Sexual Assault Statement Concerning Jessica’s Law
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Across the States:

KANSAS
Currently, the state of Kansas has no law that mandates where an offender can or
cannot live, work, or go to school, nor does Kansas law allow for local jurisdictions to
have such laws: however, this may be a condition of parole or probation.
http://www.doc.ks.gov/publications/CFS/sex-offender-housing-restrictions

MARYLAND
Maryland does not have any residency restrictions. Information put out by other states
has shown that residency restrictions do not help to prevent sexual offenses from
occurring because the victims and the offenders, in most situations, know each
other. Some states, such as Iowa and Florida, have found that residency restrictions
can make it very difficult to track sex offenders who have become homeless. Homeless
sex offenders are also more difficult to register and without an address the registry is
unable to tell the public where the offender lives.

PENNSYLVANIA
Pennsylvania’s Megan’s Law does not restrict where a sexual offender or Sexually
Violent Predator/Sexual Violent Delinquent Child may reside. However, an offender may
be restricted from residing near a school, park, daycare center, etc. if the registrant is on
parole or probation. http://www.pameganslaw.state.pa.us/FAQ.aspx?dt=

FLORIDA
There is no bigger example of the negative impact of sex offender residency restrictions
than the Julia Tuttle Causeway sex offender camp in Miami, where registrants were
forced to live under a bridge in Miami, Florida.
With few options, offenders still often sleep in cars, tents and in the open.
http://www.npr.org/2014/10/23/358354377/aclu-challenges-miami-law-on-behalf-ofhomeless-sex-offenders
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In The Courts:
In addition to the vast amount of research, a growing number of courts, cities, counties
and states that once favored these laws are looking to reform or abolish residency
restrictions altogether.

August, 2015

Mass. Supreme Court strikes down residency laws; Compares them
to Japanese internment camps
“The justices also warned that laws segregating sex offenders pose "grave societal and
constitutional implications."
“Except for the incarceration of persons under the criminal law and the civil commitment
of mentally ill or dangerous persons, the days are long since past when whole
communities of persons, such Native Americans and Japanese-Americans may be
lawfully banished from our midst,” the decision reads.
Boston Globe
Read the court’s decision:
http://www.mass.gov/courts/docs/sjc/reporter-of-decisions/new-opinions/11822.pdf

February, 2015

New York Court tosses local laws on sex offender residency
ALBANY, New York- Local communities cannot enact laws restricting where sex
offenders may live, New York State’s highest court ruled on Tuesday.
The Court of Appeals ruled that the state’s regulatory framework – set up in the 1996
Sex Offender Registration Act, the 2000 Sex Assault Reform Act, the 2007 Sex
Offender Management and Treatment Act and other modifications of Executive and
Social Services laws – must prevail. Municipalities cannot enact laws where the state
already regulates, the court found.
Philly.Com
http://www.recordonline.com/article/20150217/News/150219388
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March, 2015

CA court rules San Diego sex offender law unconstitutional
“The California Supreme Court ruled on Monday that San Diego County's "blanket"
enforcement of the state's sex offender residency laws was unconstitutional, a decision
that could open the door to wider challenges of the statute.”
"The residency restrictions place burdens on registered sex offender parolees that are
disruptive in a way that hinder their treatment, jeopardizes their health and undercuts
their ability to find and maintain employment, significantly undermining any effort at
rehabilitation," Justice Baxter wrote.
"Blanket enforcement of residency restrictions against these parolees has ... infringed
on their liberty and privacy interests, however limited, while bearing no rational
relationship to advancing the state's legitimate goal of protecting children from sexual
predators," Justice Marvin Baxter wrote in an opinion for the court.
Reuters
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/03/02/us-usa-california-sexoffendersidUSKBN0LY2BL20150302

May, 2011

PA high court strikes down a county's Megan's Law residency
restrictions
“In a ruling with statewide ramifications, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court on Thursday
invalidated an Allegheny County law that restricted where convicted sex offenders could
live, saying the ordinance would banish offenders to "localized penal colonies" with little
access to jobs, support, or even their families.
The seven justices concluded that the Western Pennsylvania county law was at odds
with the state's "Megan's Law," which requires convicted sex offenders across the state
to report their residency so that nearby residents can be notified, but does not restrict
where offenders can live.”
Philly.com
http://articles.philly.com/2011-05-27/news/29590250_1_residency-restrictionsoffenders-megan-s-law
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Newspaper Investigative Reports:

Hundreds of convicted sex offenders
missing in Tulsa area
BY MAUREEN WURTZ THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11TH 2016
TULSA — According to Tulsa Police, there are hundreds of convicted sex offenders

missing in the Tulsa area. However, just because they're missing doesn't mean they're
gone, said Sgt. John Adams with the Tulsa Police Department. “The only thing we want
to know and the only thing the public wants to know- is where these guys are?" said
Adams.
According to Adams, the places where a registered sex offender can live in Tulsa have
been greatly restricted since 2006.During that year, Oklahoma lawmakers passed a 2,000
law, stating sex offenders can't live within 2,000 feet of a school, park, or any place where
children live or play.
"2006 just turned our world upside down, prior to that we had 15 to 20 (failure to
register) violations a year," said Adams. “Since that we have hundreds of violations
a year”. Adams said because of the way Tulsa is laid out, there are almost no options for
sex offender to legally live. Many areas available for sex offenders to live are either
industrial areas, wealthy neighborhoods, or undeveloped areas.
"Legislators felt that if we put all of this off limits, they'll just move out of state. That didn't
happen, they just stopped registering," said Adams.
Before 2006 they had around 680 registered sex offenders and now, Adams says they're
less than 400.
"We're an outcast, a huge outcast, so we kind of take into each other. We know- we
understand what each other is going through," said one convicted sex offender. He
wanted to hide his identity, so for the purposes of this article, his new name is 'Ben.' Ben
has been living out of his car ever since getting out of prison. Each week, he goes to the
sex offender registry office and registers as a 'homeless sex offender.' Homeless sex
offenders are required by law to register each week and let police know where they'll be
staying. “I’m grounded to this spot, if I'm not here, we're going to come and arrest youwhy- I'm freezing? I have to choose between life and death to follow the law," said Ben.
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Adams said the weekly registering sets up sex offenders, like Ben, for failure.
"I agree, that if there is a danger, a person that is a danger, this can set them into their
cycle to re-offend," said Ben.
Homeless shelters in Tulsa aren't allowed to take sex offenders like Ben, because of how
close they are to schools or parks. "We feel horrible when someone comes in and we find
out that they are a sex offender and we just say we can't help you- you can't be here,"
said Sandra Lewis, with the Tulsa Day Center.

Adams said he's brought up his concern to lawmakers several times. He said, in private
they'll agree, but in public- no one wants to be the champion for the sex offender.
"Now, a third of the offenders- we have no idea where they're at. You're actually
less safe because you can't tell your child- stay away from the brown house with the
green trim because that's a sex offender. You don't know because we've lost so
many," said Adams.
Adams said they department receives grants from the state to help search for missing
sex offenders, however without those grants, they don't have the man power.
He said he knows one way that Oklahoma can fix the problem.
"Get rid of everything and start all over. Get a legislative study, bring law enforcement in
on the ground, and let's get something that works for everybody," said Adams.
As for now, Adams said, they'll continue to do the best they can to keep tabs on the
offenders they do know.
http://ktul.com/news/investigations/hundreds-of-convicted-sex-offenders-missing-intulsa-area
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The Pointless Banishment of Sex Offenders
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD

SEPT. 8, 2015

It’s a chilling image; the sex predator skulking in the
shadows of a swing set, waiting to snatch a vulnerable
child.
Over the past two decades, that scenario has led to a
wave of laws around the country restricting where
people convicted of sex offenses may live — in many
cases, no closer than 2,500 feet from schools,
playgrounds, parks or other areas where children
gather. In some places, these “predator-free zones” put
an entire town or county off limits, sometimes for life,
even for those whose offenses had nothing to do with children.
Protecting children from sexual abuse is, of course, a paramount concern. But
there is not a single piece of evidence that these laws actually do that. For one thing,
the vast majority of child sexual abuse is committed not by strangers but by acquaintances
or relatives. And residency laws drive tens of thousands of people to the fringes of
society, forcing them to live in motels, out of cars or under bridges. The laws apply
to many and sometimes all sex offenders, regardless of whether they were convicted for
molesting a child or for public urination.
Lately, judges have been pushing back. So far in 2015, state supreme courts in California,
Massachusetts and New York have struck down residency laws.
The Massachusetts ruling, issued on Aug. 28, invalidated a residency restriction in the
town of Lynn — and by extension, similar restrictions in about 40 other communities
statewide — in part because it swept up so many offenders, regardless of the actual risk
they posed. Acting against a whole class presents “grave societal and constitutional
implications,” the justices wrote. That unanimous ruling was based on the State
Constitution.
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The California Supreme Court went further, holding that a San Diego residency restriction,
which effectively barred paroled sex offenders from 97 percent of available housing,
violated the United States Constitution.
Far from protecting children and communities, the California court found, blanket
restrictions in fact create a greater safety risk by driving more sex offenders into
homelessness, which makes them both harder to monitor and less likely to get
essential rehabilitative services like medical treatment, psychotherapy and job
assistance.
Residency laws often lead people to live apart from their families, obliterating what is for
many the most stabilizing part of their lives.
If the state wants to block someone from living in certain areas, the California court said,
it must make that decision on a case-by-case basis.
The United States Supreme Court has not yet weighed in on residency restrictions,
although a 2003 ruling upholding mandatory registration for sex offenders suggested that
such laws may violate the Constitution.
It is understandable to want to do everything possible to protect children from being
abused. But not all people who have been convicted of sex offenses pose a risk to
children, if they pose any risk at all. Blanket residency-restriction laws disregard that
reality — and the merits of an individualized approach to risk assessment — in favor of a
comforting mirage of safety.
Story Link: The Pointless Banishment of Sex Offenders
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THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
By ASHBY JONES

Nov. 30, 2014

Cities and Towns Scaling Back Limits on
Sex Offenders
Officials Say Buffer Zones Don’t Prevent Repeat Offenses and Make
Predators Harder to Track
When Palm Beach County, Fla., was sued earlier this year over its housing restrictions
for registered sex offenders, its attorneys took an unusual approach: They suggested the
county relax its law.
The county’s commissioners— prompted largely by the lawsuit brought by a sex offender
who claimed the limits rendered him homeless—voted in July to let such offenders legally
live closer to schools, day-care centers and other places with concentrations of children.
“We realized the law was costing the taxpayer’s money [for services for the
homeless] and was causing more problems than it was solving,” said county
attorney Denise Nieman.
In the mid-1990s, states and cities began barring sex offenders from living within certain
distances of schools, playgrounds and parks. The rationale: to prevent the horrible crimes
sometimes committed by offenders after their release. In October, for instance, officials
charged sex offender Darren Deon Vann with murdering two women in Indiana. Mr. Vann,
who is suspected of killing several others, pleaded not guilty.
Now, a growing number of communities are rejecting or scaling back such limits—
out of concern that they don’t prevent repeat offenses, and, in some instances, may
make sex offenders harder to track.
Before Palm Beach County shrunk its buffer zones, only small pockets of the county were
open to sex offenders, said Mark Jolly, the head of the unit at the county sheriff’s office
charged with tracking sex offenders. “They’d either just become homeless or they’d tell
us they were homeless, then would move into housing within a restricted zone,” he said.
“It became a nightmare to track these guys.”
Mike Rodriguez, the executive director of the county’s criminal justice commission,
estimates that the change in the law increased the area in which sex offenders could live
by about 70%.
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In August, the Dallas City Council considered a proposal to adopt residency
restrictions for Dallas’s nearly 4,000 sex offenders. Jerry Allen, a council member,
said he “looked for research” to support the idea, but came up empty. So Mr. Allen
persuaded the council to shelve the proposal.
A 2013 Justice Department study that examined Michigan’s and Missouri’s
statewide restrictions showed they “had little effect on recidivism.” Other studies
have found the vast majority of sex-offense cases involving children are committed not
by strangers but by family members or others with established connections to the victims,
such as coaches or teachers.
About 30 states and thousands of cities and towns have laws restricting where sex
offenders can live, while others are adding them. In March, a 1,000-foot buffer from parks
took effect in San Antonio. In July, Milwaukee passed a law banning sex offenders from
living within 2,000 feet of a variety of places where children gather.
In October, the City Council in Elkhorn, Wis., population 10,000, passed an ordinance
requiring offenders who move into town to live at least 2,000 feet from places such as
schools and parks. The move was prompted by an influx of sex offenders released from
the nearby county jail, many of whom had begun to congregate in the town’s business
district, said Mayor Brian Olson. After the vote, he said he got several calls and letters
from residents thanking him. “I think people were afraid to speak up on the issue, and that
there was a bit of a sigh of relief,” Mr. Olson said. We’re just trying to keep our kids safe,
and just did what a lot of other communities around the state have done,” he said.
Critics, however, say such moves do little more than score lawmakers political points and
give an area’s residents a false sense of security. Some argue they can make
communities less safe, by making it hard for offenders to find stable housing.
David Prater, district attorney of the county that encompasses Oklahoma City, said he
and other state prosecutors have tried to get the state to relax its 2,000-foot buffer, to no
avail. “No politician wants to be labeled the guy who lessens restrictions on sex
offenders,” he said.
The police chief in Greeley, Colo., Jerry Garner, said he started having doubts about the
restrictions when, a few years ago, Greeley officers discovered a registered sex offender
living in his car, partly, recalls Mr. Garner, because he was “boxed out” of so much of the
city. “Because of the restrictions, he was basically living as close to children as he wanted
to,” said Mr. Garner. At his urging, in February Greeley slashed the size of the restricted
areas for its 265 registered sex offenders from 1,000 feet around places like schools to
300 feet.
In October, three residents of a Miami outdoor encampment sued Miami-Dade County in
federal court, claiming that sex-offender residency restrictions in the county rendered
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them “unable to locate stable, affordable housing,” thereby forcing them and “hundreds”
of others into homelessness.
A Miami-Dade County spokeswoman declined to comment on the suit.
Miami-Dade County has come under fire for its residency restrictions before. In 2006, an
encampment that ultimately grew to include more than 100 homeless sex offenders
developed under a Miami freeway, largely as a result of the county’s residency
restrictions. Four years later, to alleviate the problem the county eliminated some of its
2,500-foot buffer zones for sex offenders.
Some smaller towns are chucking restrictions, partly in the name of public safety. De
Pere, Wis., a town of 23,000 south of Green Bay, tossed out its 500-foot buffer last year
after reviewing data on its effectiveness, said several council members. The issue was
reopened by some townspeople several months ago, when a convicted sex offender
moved across the street from a school for children with special needs. But the council
didn’t budge.
“You track where they live, you check in on them, but you let them live at home,
where they’re comfortable and stable,” said Scott Crevier, a DePere city councilman.
“I feel we’re actually safer than a lot of other towns in the state that have them.”
http://www.wsj.com/articles/cities-and-towns-begin-scaling-back-limits-on-sex-offenders1417389616
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Lubbock Avalanche Journal
Sex offender residency restrictions: What
does the research say?
Josie Musico

January 29, 2015

Earlier this week, I reported Muleshoe could set
an ordinance restricting registered sex
offenders from living near schools, playgrounds
and daycare centers. Some of our online
commenters suggested City Council consider
more research on the subject before they take
action. As always, thank you for your feedback.
But what does the research say? Searching for
studies that seemed as objective as possible,
here is some of what I found:




About 93 percent of sex crimes are committed by an offender already acquainted
with the victim, according to Bureau of Justice Statistics. Personal observation
covering sexual-assault cases in the South Plains supports this statistic. I have not
yet covered a case in which an offender attacked a stranger on a playground, but
that does not mean it couldn’t happen.
A 2007 study by the Minnesota Department of Corrections that reviewed 224 cases
of sexual-offender recidivism determined those repeat offenders committed the
attacks more than a mile away from their homes. The researchers summarized,
“Not one of the 224 sex offenses would likely have been deterred by a residency
restrictions law ... Even when offenders established direct contact with victims,
they were unlikely to do so close to where they lived.”
Read more here:
http://www.csom.org/pubs/MN%20Residence%20Restrictions_0407SexOffenderReport-Proximity%20MN.pdf
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A 2008 study from Lynn University, the University of New Mexico and the
University of Nevada researched recidivism rates among Florida sex offenders. It
did not find a correlation between the offenders’ homes in proximity to schools and
playgrounds and their likelihood of reoffending.
The study concluded, “Sex offenders who lived within closer proximity to schools
and daycare centers did not reoffend more frequently than those who lived farther
away ... The time that police and probation officers spend addressing housing
issues is likely to divert law enforcement resources away from behaviors that truly
threaten our communities in order to attend to a problem that simply does not
exist.”



The Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers supports alternatives to
residency restrictions as mental health treatment and access to housing and
employment.
http://www.atsa.com/pdfs/Policy/2014SOResidenceRestrictions.pdf



Sex-offender notification laws and residency requirements began growing in
popularity in the 1990s. Now, more than 30 states and hundreds of cities
nationwide hold some form restrictions on where sex offenders are allowed to live.
‘I was actually a bit apprehensive with this blog because all the research studies I
found seemed to point in the same direction, and I hope it doesn't make me look
biased. If I can find any studies that indicate these ordinances are effective at
preventing recidivism, I will definitely link them too. Have a great day.’ Josie
Musico
http://lubbockonline.com/interact/blog-post/josie-musico/2015-01-29/sexoffender-residency-restrictions-what-does-research
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Low Recidivism for Sexual Crimes-The Facts
People convicted of a sexual crime seldom repeat the offense. Government reports and empirical
studies consistently show the rate of repeated sex crime to be much lower than the general public
believes. The most widely cited report was published by the U.S Department of Justice in 2003.1
It compared recidivism rates among prisoners released in 1994 over a three-year follow-up period.
Sex offenders (SO’s) were rearrested for another sex crime at a rate of 5.3% -- 1.8% per year.
Non-SO’s were rearrested for ordinary crimes (burglary, robbery, drug dealing, etc.) at a rate of
68% -- 22.6% per year. SO’s repeat their crime at a lower rate than any type of crime other than
homicide. It is in that context that SO’s are understood to be at low risk to re-offend.
Several other studies can be cited to illustrate the widespread understanding about the low
recidivism rate among former sex offenders.
A) The pivotal meta-analysis by Hanson & Bussière (1998), from which the Static-99
actuarial scale was developed, found 13.4% of their 23, 393 sample re-offended sexually within
5 years of release (approximately 3% per year). 2
B) The Texas Criminal Justice Policy Council (1997) tracked SO’s released from prison
and found, after 3 years, 4% (1.3% per year) had returned to prison for another sex crime. 3
C) The Washington State Institute for Public Policy found a 4-year recidivism rate of
2.7% (0.68% per year). 4
D) The California Prison System, (Marques, et al, 2005) found, among 649 released
SO’s, a sexual recidivism rate of 23.1% over an average of 8.5 years (2.7% per year). 5
E) A U.S. Department of Justice Report (Zgoba, et al, 2012) surveyed 4 states (FL,
SC, NJ, MN) and found an average 10-year sex offense recidivism rate of 9.9% (0.99% per
year). 6
F) The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (2012) reported that,
during a 3-year period, 1.9% of sex offenders on the public registry (including both those who
had been to prison and those who had not) were arrested for another sex crime – 0.63% per
year. 7
G) A Bureau of Justice report surveying 9 states (AK, AZ, DE, IL, IA, NM, SC, TN, &
UT) found an average 3-year sex offense recidivism rate of 3.4% -- 1.1% per year. 8
These statistics describe a broad, general category – sex offenders. There are important
distinctions to be made between types of offenders that would show large segments at extremely
low risk of recidivism. The reports cited here are representative of a large body of literature.
These descriptive studies make it clear that the great majority of SO’s have a very low likelihood
of repeating their crime. Legislation and policy making that assumes otherwise is misguided
and counterproductive.
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